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Fetches of value from a key in the specified set
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Embedding Expressions in SetsEmbedding Expressions in Sets
Set's support embedding expressions during creation

Similar to a "dynset" expression

Expressions will be run when elements in the set are updated

Only specific types of expressions can be embedded in a set

Expression must be "stateful" (ie: a counter)
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Dynset Expression: DestructionDynset Expression: Destruction
"dynset" expression is not unbound from this set when destroyed

Normally would be done by nf_tables_unbind_set() 

Set destruction doesn't happen since set->bindings is not empty
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Candidate: Candidate: cgroup_fs_contextcgroup_fs_context
Allocated when creating a new cgroup

Lives on kmalloc-96, same as nft_dynset

cgroup_fs_context->release_agent overlaps with nft_dynset->bindings->prev

Exposed via fd = syscall(__NR_fsopen, "cgroup2", 0);

Free on demand by destroying the cgroup: close(fd);
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Trigger set->bindings UAF with a nft_dynset expression
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UAF2: UAF2: release_agentrelease_agent Overwrite Overwrite
Remove an entry from the set->bindings
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SET1 Memory RevelationSET1 Memory Revelation
We already know address of SET1, thanks to UAF1

Replace SET2 with FAKESET1
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ROP Gadget HuntingROP Gadget Hunting
nft_set->ops function call register constraints are mostly:

FAKESET2 completely controlled

Find a gadget that does something interesting with this data

Preferably fetch controlled pointer and then write there controlled data

We did manual hunting using public tools rp

Some functions: rdi, r14 points to FAKESET2

Other functions: rsi, r12 points to FAKESET2

So most offsets into the object could be useful
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Unsafe double unlinkUnsafe double unlink
Double unlink will OOPS after our controlled write!

Problem? Nope...

Quite similar to recent STAR Labs io_uring __list_del technique

Ubuntu uses panic_on_oops=0 sysctl so we don't actually care

But we don't leak or need physmap
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Targeting Targeting modprobe_pathmodprobe_path
We chose to write to modprobe_path for quick win

Well documented and widely used technique by now

We write a 8-byte address that we can also use as a string

Obviously some real-world limitations

Overwrite kernel string holding binary path, execute new path as root

Ex: /tmp/x\0

/tmp/ mounted as non-executable, etc

Per-container temporary folder different from executing context
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Patch AnalysisPatch Analysis
Prevented the initialization of any non-stateful expression during set creation

This should actually kill a lot of underlying bugs

BONUS: Fix also stops a separate reference counting bug we had found

Fixed here
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PatchPatch
NFT_EXPR_STATEFUL flag is now checked prior to allocation
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ConclusionConclusion
netlink and nf_tables is a fairly rich attacks surface

Same old tune:

msg_msg is popular for many exploits, but not explicitly required

Constructing bug-specific primitives is still very feasible!

Lots of new bugs/writeups/exploits in 2022

Unprivileged namespaces still seems very risky to have enabled

panic_on_oops=0 is dangerous

Userland FUSE server + setxattr() is very powerful

Writable modprobe_path remains a big weakness
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Mitigations / PreventionMitigations / Prevention
How to avoid exploitation of these types of bugs?

Prevent ability to free misaligned slab cache addresses

More object-specific slab caches to reduce UAF replacement possibilities

CFI to avoid ROP gadget execution

panic_on_oops=1 to prevent unlink trick

Read-only modprobe_path via CONFIG_STATIC_USERMODEHELPER

Disable unprivileged namespaces

Disable userland FUSE server support

grsecurity's autoslab

Google's experimental mitigations

No idea when it's available for x64?

Fairly inconvenient in the real world
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ContactContact
Accompanying blog will be released shortly with a lot more details

Find me after talk

EDG team group effort

We are hiring!

Feel free to ask me questions in mandarin and I'll try my best!

Aaron Adams: @fidgetingbits

Cedric Halbronn: @saidelike

Alex Plaskett: @alexjplaskett
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Talon Voice CodingTalon Voice Coding
I have bad RSI for a really long time

For the last ~2 years I've used voice coding and eye tracking for my 99% of work/research

Shout out to @lunixbochs's voice coding framework Talon

Take care of your hands/body everyone!
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